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Busy week for Seniors; includes
tickets, awards, caps and gowns
Alumni Field will be covered with
caps and gowns on June 1st asgraduation ceremonies commence
at 10:30 a.m. Speaking will be Mr.James R. Wiggins, Editor and
Executive Vice President of theWashington Post.
The Commencement exercises are
scheduled for 10:30 a.m, on the
athletic field. However, if the weath-
er is inclement, the exercises will be
• held in two sessions in the MemorialGymnasium, with one group of stu-dents receiving their degrees at10:30 a.m, and a second group at2:30 p.m.
Wiggins began his newspaper ca-
reer in 1922 on the Rock County
Star, a country weekly at Luverne,
Minn. He joined the staff of the St.
Paul Dispatch and St. Paul Pioneer
Press in 1930 as an editorial writer,
served as Washington correspondent
for these papers from 1933 to 1938,
and was named managing editor ofthe papers in 1942.
In 1946 he became assistant tothe publisher of the New York
Times and was named managing
editor of the Washington Post in1947. He has held his present posi-tion with the Post since 1961.
About a year ago Wiggins pur-
chased the Ellsworth American, thelong-established weekly newspaperin Ellsworth.
Seniors are reminded to pick up
their tickets, which are to be usedin case of rain, Tuesday through
Thursday, May 23-25, between 9-12 a.m. and 1-4 p.m. These will
not be used unless it does rain, but
seniors are asked to get them in
case. If it does rain, one graduation
will be held at 10:30 and one at 2.
Graduation announcements are
now on sale outside the Den at ten
cents apiece.
The remainder of the week in. 
eludesplans which should keep
everybody busy. The Senior Ban-quet will be held on Thursday, May30, at 6:00 p.m. in the West Com-
mons. At this time the class gift
will be selected and alumni officers
elected. Professor Emerick will he
the speaker at the dinner. Ticketsfor the banquet may be picked up
at the Alumni Office until May 26.
Wednesday, the 31st, Class Day
activities will begin at 2:00. At thistime Watch Awards will be present-
ed to outstanding seniors.
Commencement Ball, Wednesday
evening, will feature Lester Lanin's
orchestra. The decorations, follow-ing the Spring theme, will be doneby Phil Turner, the professionaldecorator who did both the Junior
Prom and the Schussboomer Ball.
The ball will continue from 9 until
1 in Lengyel Hall. All seniors and
their guests (this includes parents)
are invited.
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Logs rolled on Library steps
Mayorality vs SDS
bureaucracy reigns
Last week's Mayorality campaigns generated
more than just candidates. Apart from com-
ments on the apparent poor taste shown duringthe performance of several of the campaign
skits, the fact that the Mayorality Day Com-
mittee was given permission to use the library
steps drew fire from a variety of individuals andgroups around campus. They were disturbedbecause of the seeming ambiguity that allowedthe Mayorality candidates a privilege previouslydenied SDS.
The staff of the Campus inquired into the
matter in an attempt to discover why the sup-posedly off-limits Library steps were availablefor use by one group but not by another. The
answer appears to be simply a matter of exped-iency: Lovejoy Quadrangle, at present the
assigned speech and demonstration area, was
not available owing to construction activity.SDS, desiring to picket the R.O.T.C. review,
and the Mayorality Day Committee, seeking a
central location for campaign antics, met and
agreed to locations most suitable to the purpose
of each.
Plot Thickens
The story could be left here, but we feltthat the sequence of events that transpiredduring our investigation was worth describing.One seldom has an opportunity to observe thefinite machinations of bureaucracy and human
nature on a grand scale and, if taken in the
spirit of fun, they can be quite humorous.
We hope that the individuals involved ‘%111
accept our discourse in the spirit in which itis intended. The conversations recorded here
are not verbatim—rather they constitute a
summation of each interview.
Our first interview was with the office ofStudent Services.
Campus: "Sir. Could you explain how it isthat the Mayorality Committee was givenpermission to use the Library steps, aprivilege that has been denied to SDS?"Student Services: "That matter doesn't come
under the purview of this office. Our taskis merely to implement policy as it ishanded down to us. I'd suggest that you
contact the Mayorality day Committee tofind out who authorized them to use theLibrary steps."
We then went to the Mayorality Committee.Campus: "From whom did you people getpermission to use the Library steps foryour campaign programs?"
Mayorality Committee: "Well, we workedthrough the Student Senate. No one gave
us direct permission, but we worked it out
somehow—I guess there was some sort
of arrangement with SDS—anyway, you
can check with the Assistant Dean ofMen."
We called the Assistant Dean of Men.Campus: "Sir, who authorized the use of theLibrary steps for the Mayorality cam-paigns?"
Asst. Dean: "This office has nothing to do
with that other than my connection withthe Maine Day Committee. That was a
matter for the Student-Faculty Council orthe 'Free Speech' committee. I suggestthat you call the chairman of the 'FreeSpeech' committee.
Somewhat numb by this time, we called the
chairman of the "Free Speech" committee.Campus: "We understand that it was your
committee that gave the Mayorality Com-
mittee permission to use the Library steps.(hairman: "Our committee hasn't reached
any decisions yet regarding free speech
areas on campus. In fact, we probably
won't be able to complete our study untilthe end of the semester. In any case, we
act only as an advisory committee—wedon't give permission. You should call
someone else."
Ca m pus : "Who?"
Chairman: "I'd call the office of StudentServices if I were you."
A day like any other, and . . .
YOUNG IN MONTREAL—"Thank you very much for thishonor; now, which way to the Gvrotron?" President Youngis presented with credentials identifying him as a memberof the National Advisory Committee to the United StatesPavilion at EXPO 67. Maine's Stanley R. Tupper, head of theUnited States participation at EXPO, makes the presentation.
AWS passes
sign-out role
Changes in Associated Women Stu-dents regulations are rapidly taking
shape as a result of recent A.W.S.
elections. The most noticeable seems
to be the increased role that thedormitory standards boards will playin judicial problems resulting from
violations of A.W.S. rules.
Latenes.ses up to 30 minutes
will be handled by standards boards
as they are now. But, beginning nextfall, girls who accumulate 15 or
more minutes at one time, but lessthan 30, will still appear before
standards instead of going to theJudicial Board. Accumulation of 30
minutes or more in one case auto-
matically brings her case beforeI-Board.
A.W.S. Judicial Board will be-
come a higher court of appeals
rather than a disciplinary dispenser.
For example, a woman student may
appeal an unfavorable standardsboard ruling to the 1-Board after the
accumulation of 30 minutes, if shefeels that her lateness is excusable.Only the 1-Board has the authority
to waive a penalty. 30 minutes of
accumulated lateness is not erased
even after penalty has been served
unless deemed excusable by the Judi-
cial. In other words, if a girl is dis-
ciplined for the accumulation of 30late minutes and then is five minuteslate again during the semester, she
will be penalized for 35 late minutes.
sign-out revisions
Also beginning in the fall, women
students will be required to sign
out only for off-campus, out-of-Orono activities, and absences from
the dorm after 10:30. This revision
will permit women to attend cam-pus activities ending before 10:30
without having to sign out.
Sharon Sullivan, newly electedpresident of A.W.S. is enthusiastic
and hopeful about changes in the
A.W.S. Constitution. She feels thatthe dormitory standards boards
should be the media through which
reprimands are given to women stu-dents since the boards are composed
of electees from their respectivedorms and are therefore in close
contact with the students.
"The A.W.S. at Maine," said MissSullivan, "is a growing institution.Change, however, is and should be,
a gradual process." She feels thatthe current A.W.S. constitution, withits new revisions, is serving a grow-ing number of women students and
a growing university well. "Withincreased responsibility on the part
of the individual woman student to
make mature choices regarding her
own personal life, will come morelenient regulations pertaining to suchthings as no signing out, no curfew
and male guests in dorm rooms."
The A.W.S. organization is furtherplanning to host the IntercollegiateAssociated Women Students Conven-
tion next spring, Miss Sullivan said.
"Girls involved in A.W.S. activities
as far west as Ohio. and as far south
as Virginia will attend the confer-
ence. Its purpose is to promotegrowth, to stimulate change, andto share ideas and systems of orga-
nization with A.W.S. groups acrossthe nation," she explained.
Doors donned;
 cap
on Carnegie doffed
The copper and glass dome on
Carnegie Hall was removed by
workmen recently because of old
age and costly upkeep. Vincent A.
Hartgen. head of the art depart-
ment, said that he knew many peo-
ple would hate to see the dome
vanish, but he added, "It has been
costly to maintain for several yearsbecause it leaks and is dangerous to
art work in the building."
The copper acorn with acanthusleaves will be kept as a memento.
Prof. Hartgen said, and will be used
somewhere in Carnegie Hall.
A gift of Andrew Carnegie, thebuilding was built in 1904 and wasfirst used as a library. The dome
then served a useful purpose, filter-ing light to the first floor of thebuilding through an open well. The
second floor was a balcony.
In 1948, the first floor of CarnegieHall became the home of the musicdepartment, the second floor, theart department. At this time thedome was closed off and the balcony
area completely covered over.
"The dome hasn't been function-ing since then, except as a sieve for
rain water." Prof. Haagen said.
When the music department
moved to Lord Hall. the growing
art department occupied the entirebuilding. Extensive alterations to thebuilding are now underway, to in-
clude modernization of classrooms
and art galleries.
The only exterior change (exceptfor the absence of the familiardome) will he to the entrance.Shortly, there will he new bronzeand glass doors opening into a nar-
row. two-story high lobby.
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ANYTHING BUT A TOY—Model is no mere play thing,
rather highly sophisticated construction plans for construc-
tion of chlorine processing plant near Orrington toured re-
cently by chemical engineering students. The process will
electrolytically produce chlorine and sodium hydroxide from
salt, u.nd will be single biggest customer of Ready Kilowatt in
the state. Scale 3-dimensional model serves as blueprint.
WEDGWOOD ARMS
MOTOR INNcarteblanche AAA
• BANGOR'S NEWEST AND FINEST
• 43 MODERN UNITS
• FASHIONABLE INTERIOR OF
PROVINCIAL ITALIAN STYLING
• Full RESTAURANT
Twenty minutes from campus at 480 Main St., Bangor
Jct. Route IA and Interstate 395
Reservations 942-5281 Forrest H. Grant, Phi Eta ('54)
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Spanish honor society
forms new local chapter
By Carolyn Palmer
Zeta Kappa, the 154th chapter of
Sigma Delta Pi will be installed at
the University of Maine, Monday,
May 15. Founded in 1919 at Berke-
ley, Sigma Delta Pi is the only
honor society devoted entirely to
students of Spanish.
Professor Stuart Gross of the
Spanish Department has been instru-
mental in the formation of the
chapter here and in selecting its
first eleven members. He was re-
cently named state director for the
society, after serving as national
secretary.
To establish a local chapter of
Sigma Delta Pi, a college or uni-
versity must unconditionally meet
the requirements of the regional ac-
crediting association and must offer
at least twenty-four semester hours
or the equivalent of Spanish. Nomi-
nees to the society must have com-
pleted three semesters of the college
course and rank in the upper 35%
of their cla&s. They must have
earned at least a "B" average in the
required grammar and literature
courses as well as show a genuine
interest in things Hispanic.
University students receiving
Sigma Delta Pi keys Monday eve-
ning are: Stanley Cunningham,
Jr.; Michael Edward Donovan;
Davy Crockett was three years
old when he killed him a b'ar.
Charles Atlas called his method
for making he-men of 97-pound
weaklings "Dynamic Tension".
Mary Louise Edwarda; Joan Mar-
garet Emery; Judith Ann Gould;
I.ucy Margaret Hinkley; Deborah
Limbert; Marianna Jane Miller;
Mary Jay Mire; Priscilla Elisa-
beth Page and George Zvi-Arjle
SingaL
Dr. George Moody, head of the
Department of Foreign Languages
and Classics. Prof. William Jeffrey,
acting head of the History Depart-
ment, and Prof. Francisco Cauz of
Colby will receive honorary mem-
berships in Zeta Kappa. Associate
members will be Frederick Murray
and Kevin Murphy. Prof. and Mrs.
Gross and Mr. Galbiz are already
members from other colleges.
Fidel Castro lecture
In conjunction with the initiation,
the Spanish Department has invited
Lino Novas-Calvio, noted novelist.
short story writer and poet to speak
at 4 p.m. Monday in the Main
Lounge of the Memorial Union. Mr.
Novas-Calvio will give a public lec-
ture in Spanish on Fidel Castro. Al-
though born in Spain, he has lived
in Cuba since childhood. Since leav-
ing Cuba eight years ago, he andi
his wife have lived in New York
City where, until recently, they
have edited two Spanish magazines.
Zeta Kappa will present him with
the Order of Don Quijote, the high-
est distinction offered by the so-
ciety, given to "professional people
who have served our cause in a very
distinguished manner and who would
honor us by accepting this award."
Pershing Rifle drill teams
march off with top honors
The Pershing Rifles. Company M-
12 meant business last weekend
when they went to Rhode Island to
compete in the Regimental Drill
Meet. After an extensive tour of the
Newport Naval Yard and Naval Air
Station, the team proceeded to weak
away from the meet with 18 top
honors.
As guests of the Rhode Island
Maine Black Bear Club, an organiza-
tion of University of Maine alumni
living in Rhode Island, the Pershing
Try Camaro -'The Hugger"
Camaro hugs a road closer, straightens a curve easier because it's the
widest stance sportster at its price. It's lower, heavier, too.., big-car solid and steady.
You get a better ride, more precise handling for your money.
Ask any Camaro owner, he'll tell you.
Now, during the Camaro Pacesetter Sale,
you also get special savings on specially equipped sport coupes and convertibles.
Save on all this: the 250-cu.-in. Six,
whitewalls, wheel covers, bumper guards, wheel opening moldings, body striping,
deluxe steering wheel, extra brightwork inside.
And, at no extra cost during the Sale,
get a floor shift for the 3-speed transmission and the sporty hood stripe!
Compare Camaro. See your Chevrolet dealer now.
(Sale savings, too, on specially equipped Fleetside pickups, Model C510934.)
CAMAROby
MIK 111111•110•111
•
Riflemen got a firsthand look at bow
the Navy operates. Early Friday
morning the Riflemen boarded the
Naval Destroyer, U.S.S Hawkins,
and were given an official tour of ship
facilities. The ship's Captain, Com-
mander Thomas H. Nugent, pre-
sented each man with a membership
card designating all members of
Company M-I2 as honorary crew-,
men entitling them to the use of the
ship's facilities whenever she was in
port. After reviewing the ship the
Riflemen went to Newport Naval
Air Station where they toured the
Naval Air Rework Facilities at
Quonset Point. That evening the
Pershing Riflemen and the Pershing-
ettes were dinner guests of the
Black Bear Club at Shriner Hall in
Providence, at which time it was
announced that the President of the
Black Bear Club, Alfred Lingley.
had become first civilian gives
Honorary Membership in Company
M-12. 4
won fire trophies
The big day for the P/R's was
Saturday. as the group proceeded to
win five trophies: 1st. Regimental
Postal Rifle Competition; Trick Drill
Competition; 2nd, Pershingettes is
Co-ed Competition; First Runner-
up, Miss Linda Bond in Regimental
Sponsor Competition: 1st, Individu-
al IDR Drill Competition.
In competition for this last trophy.
tension ran high as each man
marched alone before the reviewing
stand. Of particular interest was
Mark Bastey as he smartly marched
up to the inspecting officer and
piped, "Cur, Sadet Bastey reporting
as ordered." The Major took a
double take ... but Mark neverthe-
less took the trophy. As well as the
fine trophies, thirteen individual
medals were awarded members of
Company M-12.
Hair Coloring for Men!
Made available in
the V.I.P. Room
at
THIBODEAU'S
Barber Shop
35 N. Main Street
OLD TOWN
Also — Hair Styling
Razor Cutting
Hair Straightening
Hairpieces (100% human hair)
Coil - 827-5531
for Information or Appointment
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Nationally known soloists to join
*orchestra, chorus in Verdi Mass
Four nationally known soloists
will join the University's 180 voiceChorophonic Society in presentingthe Verdi "Requiem Mass" on Sun-day afternoon, May 14 at 3:00 P.M.in the Memorial Gymnasium. Theperformance will be conducted byDr. Harrold Headley and will closethe 1966-67 Concert Season.
The University is especially for-tunate in hosting the four es-teemed soloists. Jeannine Crader
sang the leading role in Ginas-tera's "Don Ridrigo" in 1966 onthe historical opening night of theNew York City Opera in LincolnCenter. She has appeared with
many of the leading operas in this
country and toured Europe forthree years, singing in opera andin recital and oratorio in Austria
and Germany.
Eunice Alberts has won an en-
viable reputation as a singer of
standard operatice and orchestral
repertoire and of contemporary
music. She has appeared as soloist
with Leonard Bernstein, Josef Krips.
and Erich Leinsdorf. Miss Albertshad the signal honor of singing withthe Mozart "Requiem" at theCathedral of the Holy Cross inBoston in memory of John F. Ken-
nedy.
The Chorophonic Society is fami-liar with the outstanding ability ofDavid Goulet, tenor. Mr. Goulet
• 
has appeared twice with the group.He resides in Portland and sings
often in the churches there. Handel's
"Judas Maccabeaus" and Mendels-
sohn's" St. Paul" were included inthe program for the BrunswickChoral Society when Mr. Goulet
appeared with them.
David Rubens is a member of theMusic Faculty at the university andhas made for himself a distinguishedplace in this, his first year in re-
cital. Recently he sang the part of
Escamillo in "Carmen" with theKenosha (Wisconsin) SymphonyOrchestra.
This performance will be the last
under the baton of the director of
the Chorophonic Society. Dr. Head-ley, Sprague Professor of Music andHead of the Music Department, has
notice
The American Association of
University Professors will meet
Tuesday, May 16 in the F.F.A.loom of the Memorial Union.Items on the agenda include: elec-tion of officers; a report from Dr.
Holmes on the National A.A.U.P.
convention; consideration of legisla-ion on the university of the State
of Maine; a report from the commit
tee on academic freedom and tenure
For the finest in
CAMERA EQUIPMENT
Go To
DAY'S
cameras
film
flash bulbs
(„4
MAINE'Sie LARGEST
ANO APPloA,
NORTH MAIN OLD TOWN
resigned to accept a position asChairman of the Department ofMusic at the University of RhodeIsland.
Persons holding either the ConcertSeries subscriptions or the Bangor
Community Concerts membershiptickets, may gain admission with thetickets issued to them. Single admis-
sion tickets may be obtained at the
Music Office in Lord Hall or at thebox office on Sunday.
Conductor Headley. Terminating the 1966-67 Concert Season. the 180-voice ChorophonicSociety will perform Sunday. Joining them intheir presentation of Verdi's "Requiem Mass"will be four nationally-known soloists: JeannineCrader, Eunice Alberts, David Rubens, andDavid Goulet.
GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR
MOTHER'S DAY
mot
BEN SKLAR Inc.
• Rosanna Sweaters in Wintuk orlon and fully lined.
Lacy wool cardigan in full fashion. White and Pastel
colors. Sizes 34 to 40. $13 and $15
• Gowns and Pajama Sets by Yolande.
i46.00
• Sacony Dresses — machine washable limel jersey
from $13.00
• Nlojud Hosiery — a free box of handkerchiefs with
the purchase of 3 pair of Mojud Hosiery.
Open Friday nue till 9:00
JUST SAY "CHARGE IT"
BEN SKLAR, Inc.
Men's, Boys', Women's Apparel & Footwear
OLD TOWN
Page Three
On eampuo withMax ghulman
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)
HOW TO GET A'S
IN ALL YOUR FINAL EXAMS
In today's column, the last of the school year, I don'tintend to be funny. (I have achieved this objective manytimes throughout the year, but this time it's on purpose.)The hour is wrong for levity. Final exams are looming.Have you got a chance? I say yes! I say America didnot become the world's foremost producer of stove boltsand cotter pins by running away from a fight!You will pass your finals! How? By studying. How? Bylearning mnemonics.
Mnemonics, the seiaoce of memory aids, was, as we allknow, invented by the great Greek philosopher Mnemonin 526 B.C. (This, incidentally, was only one of the inven-tions of this fertile Athenian. He also invented the housecat, the opposing thumb, and, most important, the stair-case. Before the staircase people were forced willy-nillyto live out their lives on the ground floor, and many grewcross as bears. Especially Demosthenes who was electedConsul of Athens six times but never served because hewas unable to get up to the office of the Commissioner ofOaths on the third floor to be sworn in. But after Mnemon'sstaircase, Demosthenes got to the third floor easy as pie
—to Athens' sorrow, as it turned out. Demosthenes, histemper shortened by years of confinement to the groundfloor, soon embroiled his countrymen in a series of sense-less wars with the Medea, the Persians, and the LosAngeles Rams. This later became known as the MissouriComprornIc,e.)
But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, whichare nothing more than aids to memory—little jingles tohelp you remember names, dates, and places. For example:Columbus sailed the ocean blueIn fourteen hundred ninety two.See how simple? Make up your own jingles. What, forinstance, came after Columbus's discovery of .\ : "The Boston Tea Party, of course. Try this:Samuel Adams fang the teaInto the briny Zuyder Zee.(NOTE: The Zuyder Zee was located in Boston Harboruntil 1801 when Salmon P. Chase traded it to Holland forAlaska and two line backers.)But I digress. Let's get back to mnemonics. Like this:In nineteen hundred sixty sevenPersonna Blades make shaving heaven.I mention Persorma because the makers of PersonnaSuper Stainless Steel Blades are the sponsors of thiscolumn. If I may get a little misty in this, the final columnof the school year, may I say it's been a pleasure workingfor Personna? May I say further that it's been an evengreater pleasure working for you, the undergrads ofAmerica? You've been a most satisfactory audience, andI'm going to miss you this summer. In fact, I'd ask youall to come visit me except there is no access to my room.The makers of Personna, after I missed several deadlines,walled me in. I have no doors or windows—only a mail slot.I slip the columns out; they slip in Personnas and suchfood as can go through a mail slot. (For the past sixmonths I've been living on after dinner mints.)I am only having my little joke. The makers of Personnahave not walled me in. for they are good and true andgleaming and constant —as good and true and gleamingand constant as the blades they make—and I wish to statepublicly that I will always hold them in the highest esteem,no matter how my suit for back wages comes out.And so, to close the year, I give you one last mnemonic:Study hard and pass with honors,And always shave with good Personnors!
• • • 
• 11) 6 'F. 91.1masPersonna and Personna's partner in luxury sharing,Burtna-Share, regular or menthol, hare enjoyed brine-ing you another year of Max's uncensored and uninhib-ited column. We thank you for supporting our products;we wish you luck in your exams and in all your otherenterprises.
Pogo Four The Maine Campus Orono, Maine, May 11, 1967
'Killing for peace' prompts peaceniks to prod people
By Peter Tabor
Proud fathers and mothers got
out of their cars to the roar of the
Fuss. "Kill! Kill! Kill for peace ..."
They sang The recorded music
throbbed out a dormitory window
o% er the gymnasium parking lot and
onto the football field where olive
green ranks uneasily waited the call
to attention.
The parents came last Thursday
afternoon to see the annual ROTC
Review, but they also saw what is
fast becoming a coincident tradition
—the annual peace demonstration.
I967's demonstration for peace in
Southeast Asia was quiet, sober, and,
unlike last year's. was not met by
violence. The marchers joined to-
gether at the Coffee House and
from there marched two abreast
across campus to the gymnasium
parking lot where a parade ground
had been set up alongside the fence.
By not marching in Lovejoy Quad-
rangle. the marchers assumed cam-
puswide free speech.
It was
ture of
gathered
a demonstration in minia-
the huge throng which
in New York City on
March 15th.
They carried brightly coloured
helium-filled balloons and a wide
variety of signs. "'I was only fol-
lowing orders'—Eichmann" said one;
a tiny one said simply, "Resist." Its
author didn't say what—just resist. A
brightly coloured one declared mys-
teriously, "Even now, silly people,
the Jefferson Airplane loves you just
I MEAN YOU'RE REALLYON THE WAY,
BUDDY130Y! ALL THOSE IDEAS YOU'VE
BEEN 14IT11NG ME WITH! NOW's YoUR
C4441cE! WHAT COULD BE GREATER?
AND WHAT COULD BE CLASSIER
MAN SAYINGRIMWIT-H GENERAL
TEL EPI-IONESLELECTRON ICS"? THAT
5TAT1/5 ! WHAT COULD 10P T+1AT ?
A NEW SCOOTER
YOUVE GOT 1T-ACED! WORKING- WIN
-ME REAL PROS... THE G-uYS WHO
KKIOW WI-At 4APPENING- N RESEARc+I
EXOTIC METALS PM ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY. WHAT COULD BEAT IT?
-A KEW SCOOTER.
AND THE MONEY YOU'LL BE ROLLING-
IN BREAD! WHAT'S GOING- TO BE YOUR
FIRST MAJOR PURCHASE YOU BRIGHT-
TALENTED•YOUNC-EX1CUTIVE YOU?
SIX NEW SCOOTERS •
At General Telephone & Electronics, we
want people who have learned how to think.
We help teach them to think bigger.
Grlr GENERAL TELEPHONE OPERATING COMPANIES • GENERAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY COMPANY • AUTOMATIC.La ELECTRIC • LENKURT ELECTRIC • SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS • GT&E LABORATORIES • GT&E INTERNATIONAL
the same." More explicit signs pro-
tested American bombing of Viet(
nam and called for a withdrawal of
American troops.
The demonstration was timed to
coincide with the arrival of parent,
and friends at the ROTC Review.
Most were calm about the demon-
stration and had little to say in pass-
ing. One older man, however,
rushed by the demonstrators and
snarled, "I had the guts to fight in
two wars!" One mother passed it all
off as "just a joke" while her hus-4
hand described the situation as
"kooky."
Individual ROTC cadets who
passed by the demonstrators either
ignored them or behaved good-
naturedly. A small crowd of stu-
dents who gathered to watch the
demonstration were the only ones
to show any real animosity. They
muttered and joked among them-
selves about setting up a counter-
demonstration or busting into
"those peaceniks" and teaching them
a lesson.
One young man told his friends
that he was tempted to run in and
slug one of those "cowardly draft
dodgers." This reporter asked him
if he had seen military service. No.
came the sheepish reply, he was 4-F
for reasons of obesity.
For all the talk nothing came of
it. There were too few spectators
and a large force of Campus Se-
curity. Chief Gould's men were on
hand to prevent a recurrence of
last year's fiasco. The only police.,
action of the afternoon came about I
when the complaint of a rather
zealous spectator who noticed that
one of the marchers was wearing
an army surplus jacket with the
stripes still on it. He called the Air
Police who sent an officer up from
Dow. The policeman demanded
that the stripes be torn off. The
stripes were torn off.
At three o'clock the demonstra-
tion came to an end. All together
the war protestors released their
brightly coloured balloons. As the
balloons soared upward and in the.;
brisk wind became small pinpoints
of colour in the sky, the demonstra-
tors stopped marching and the
ROTC cadets began.
You're Unique!
Your life insurance
should be too.
That's why The Travekirs offers
so many types of life insurance
policies. Call us tcJay. Let us
shape a plan to suit your unique
needs. Remember, the sooner
you start, the less you pay for life
insurance ... so it's to your ad-
vantage to see us now.
Jasper D. Bull, Me. '51
72 State Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Business: 947-7358
Residence: Old Town - 827 3867
Representing THE Tr? AVELEP3
INSURANCE COMPANIES
Hartf,rd, C. .1
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COMMENCEMENT TICKETS
Commencement tickets, which will be required for admissiononly if it is necessary to hold the exercises indoors, shouldbe picked up by graduating seniors and graduate students inthe Registrar's Office, Wingate Hall, as follows:Tuesday, Wednesday and 9:00 AM.-NoonThursday, May 16, 17 and 18 1:00 P.M.-4:00 P.M.Each student is entitled to no more than five (5) guest ticketseach. Any remaining after May 18 will be distributed at therate of two per candidate, as far as they go, after Class Dayexercises. Students excused from attending Commencementare not issued guest tickets.
If the weather is fair there will be a single Commencementfor which tickets are NOT required. This will be held at10:30 A.M. on the Athletic Field. If the weather is rainy,tickets will be required for admission to the Memorial Gym-nasium for the morning and afternoon exercises:
10:30 A.M. RAIN ONLY 2:30 P.M.College of Business College of Arts and SciencesAdministration College of TechnologyCollege of Education
College of Life Sciences &
Agriculture Graduate School
everybody's
doin' it ...
By Marcia Due
A romantic hue glows at Alpha
Gamma Rho Friday evening for the
Pink Rose Formal from nine to one.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's hail the
good life Friday at their Bowery
Brawl v.ith dancing to the Jestersfrom nine to one. Sterno anyone?
Sigma Nu's enjoy a formal dance
from nine to one Friday with a whirlip of sounds from the Jimmy Hawes
Combo
Park yourself at Barrows Dancing
lot Friday night. There's music by
the Vestmen from eight to twelve.
In case of rain (what? NEVER!) the
sounds will fill the Memorial Gym.
The closest U. Maine will come to
a drive-in—Stodder Quadrangle be-
comes an outdoor theater Friday.
The movie starts at seven and will be
shown in Hauck Saturday the thir-
teenth in case of rain.
Sigma Phi Epsilon will hold a
spring house party Friday from eight
to one.
4" Alpha Gamma Rho's venture to
an island Saturday for their spring
outing.
Best wishes to Mary Ellen
Howard and Dan Hare. Phi Gamma
Delta. pinned; and to Diane Crone
and Peter Lee, United States Air
Force, engaged.
notice
The Deutscher Verin met last Sun-
day, following a bicycle trip, at the
home of Mr. Douglas Hall, advisor,
for a cook-out. Newly elected of-
ficers are Sue Adamski, president,
Steve Gautchi, vice-president; Kathy
Cannon, secretary; Steve Black.
treasurer.
NOW—
VOLKSWAGEN
SERVICE
- - IN ORONO
ALSO --
• ALL FOREIGN CAR SER.
• AMERICAN CAR SER.
• BODY WORK
• ROAD SERVICE
• STATE INSP. STATION
• NEW CAR SALES - FORD
• USED CARS
PICK-UP AND DEL. SERVICE
Jest Call 866-3300
Orono Motor Co.
25 MAIN ST.
The Maine Campus
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Summer Theater shapes up
'The Skin of Our Teeth," a nos-
talgic comedy by Thornton Wilder,
will be the opener for the Univer-
sity's second Summer Theatre sea-
son in Orono on July 12.
A few changes have been madein the theatre schedule for this sum
mer. James Barushok, managing di-
rector of the theatre company, said
that opening night for all six plays
would be on a Wednesday evening,
continuing through Saturday.
A resident student company makes
up the cast and crew for each pro-duction. According to Barushok,
the company will be made up of 16
students from ten institutions. In
addition to Maine, the others to be
represented are: Grinnell College,
New York University, Boston Uni-
versity. Bowdoin College, the Cleve-
land Playhouse, University of Okla
BASS WEEJUNS
Also VINER'S hand
sewn loafers for girls
CUTLER'S MEN'S STORE
Ohl Town
Everybody'sdoing it.
The sitar has csptured In The Sounds of India,the fancy of the Western
world. You can hear
it in pop. In rock. In folk
and in jazz. Everyone's
experimenting with
its fascinating string
sound. But Ravi Shankar
is its master.
you'll hear the world's
foremost sitar virtuoso
performing the lyric music
of India. And explaining
its intricacies. You'll also
sample the intriguing
sounds of the exotic tabla
and tamblzra, two
more authentic Indian
instruments. Welcome to
the world of India.
On COLUMBIA
RECORDS
OVOLLIMILIANCAIN• MOW 1I ILA
homa, Western Reserve University,
Loyola University, and the Univer-
sity of Connecticut.
The plays that have been selectedfor the season, and their directors,
are: 'The Skin of Our Teeth," James
Bost; "The Thurber Carnival and
The Happy haven," Neal R. Fen-
ter; "My Three Angels," Herschel
Bricker; and "Many Moons," and
"Under Milkwood," Bryon Avery(Castleton College, Vt.).
- BEN SKLAR, Inc. -
YOUR
lade Cast
HEADQUARTERS IN OLD TOWN
1. Your hot dog's
getting cold.
fru uot hungry.
3. Tell me.
It'll be years and
years before the kid
is self-supporting.
5. Wonderful.
But what ill should die,
perish the thought,
before they earn
their PhD's?
2. For a man who's just
announced that he and
his wife are expecting
their first, you're none
too cheerful.
I had a disturbing
thought.
4. Its not unusual for
fathers to provide for
their children until
they're through school.
That's just it—
Jane and I love kids.
We want 5 or 6.
6. If you plan with Living
Insurance from Equita.ble,
you can be sure there'll be
money to take care of your
kids and help them complete
their education. On the
other hand, if you make it
to retirement, you can use
the cash values in your
policy for some swinging
sunset years.
Ed like the mustard,
relish, pickles and
ketchup.
For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from (Eiatrable.For career opportunities at Equitable, see your P elacemnt , or%silty: Patrick Seollard, Manpower Development Division.
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United StatesHomo Olf,a, I 2S5 e of the AmeriCail, New York, N.Y. 10019Ali I qu.s1 OpportuPoty Employer, M,F Equitable 1907 11
three "controversial" characters dismissed
Purge in the English Department?
By Melanie Cyr
The English Department has been
the site of unusual internal conflict
this year. There are no easily re-
cognizable battle lines; but the issue
in question, if indeed there is one,
appears as a vague melange of ac-
cusations and smothered hostilities.
Whatever the cause, however, an ap-
parent result is the dismissal of three
of its faculty who became, for a
variety of reasons, "controversial
characters".
While granting that sour grapes
reactions are to be expected in cases
like those of the three "bad boys".
it might be valuable to reveal these
diverse comments; on their respec-
tive situations perhaps there is sub-
stance to the charges that the depart-
ment is stifling initiative and ex-
pelling those individuals who are
rocking the boat.
Mr. Lagers
Thomas Eagen, who has taught
Eh 1.2,15 and 16, claims there is a
power block among old faculty—an
unchangeable and unseatable elite
whose primary concern is maintain-
ing of the present situation. He finds
this particularly frustrating and
stresses that the system sacrifices
quality for quantity.
Eagen would stress reading to a
greater extent, were he a policy
maker. He would further like to see
an expansion of the honors program
and perhaps a liberal arts education
consisting of "4 years of guided re-
search for those scholars interested
in learning per se."
Mr. Newell
Well known as a music and drama
critic and veteran of schools the cut
of William and Mary, the U.S.
Naval Academy, and Penn State.
Mr. Robert H. Newall is also being
dismissed. He is extremely dissatis-
fied with his experience here and
decries the department as one with-
out "organization, efficiency or
guidelines." He also feels the quality
of his students is sadly lacking. "Far
too many do not even know the es-
sential rules of grammar and
rhetoric," he says, He suspects Uni-
versity acceptance of otherwise
talented students whose verbal ad-
mission exam scores were in the low
400s and even 300's to be a primary
cause.
Mr. Newall's "elevated level"
however, is a target for frequent stu-
dent complaint. "But", he asserts.
"unless you require something, you
won't get it." He agrees with Mr.
Eagen that teacher stimulation here
is almost nonexistent.
Having received no official reason
for his being booted, Mr. Newall can
only conjecture that the powers-that-
be decided he demands too much
from mediocre students.
Mr. Green
John Green is especially inflamed
L l.ettersto the editor
"offensive"
To the editor:
Certain editorials and letters
which appear in the Campus are
offensive to the responsible segments
of the university population. I agree
with the editorial of May 4, that
much is done "without breaking the
law on overstepping the bounds of
anothers life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness."
Let us also consider the letter by
Mr. Rice and his questionable ability
to absorb and use logic. The quote
by Dr. Liebert said "The case could
be made-." It did not say that he was
making it. Could we suppose that
about his treatment. Department re-
organization that will eliminate the
need for his particular talents is the
ostensible reason for his dismissal.
He claims there are other, more
personal reasons involved which the
department head, Cecil Reynolds,
will not discuss.
Mr. Green emphasized that he
was dismissed without due cause.
When asked to list the department's
weaknesses he stated: "There is a
lack of real communication between
members ... no department cohe-
sion ... too many prelims ...basi-
cally a bland institution."
There were certain complaints
that emerged consistently during the
several interviews conducted with
English faculty. One was that the
department is too inbred. One in-
structor who is leaving for one year
to finish his thesis labels this a big
problem. He says the University is
unusually eager to hire favorite sons.
Another new
Mr. Renauld criticized the student
body, considering it a complaining,
whining lot. They exert an "unrea-
sonable influence on department
heads who, in turn, don't always
back their instructors in vital mat-
ters," he says. He compares the at-
tention given disgruntled students
here with that toward the same
element in other colleges and con-
sider Maine's situation unbalanced.
But on the other hand, perhaps
there is substance to some of these
indictments. One frequently voiced is
that freshman composition courses
are exercises in endurance rather
than introductions of university-level
thinking. Consider, for example, the
fact that only 2.3% of the freshman
class failed Eh 1 and 2 last year.
This compares suspiciously with
averages of as high as 331/3%
 
in a
number of state universities, such as
Michigan State and Penn State. But
2.3% is not outstandingly low when
viewing the same failure statistics
for all the other undergraduate
courses; it's actually one of the high-
est.
Especially perplexing is the
width of the e‘aluation spectrum
according to the personal opinions
of the English Department faculty
themselves. It ranged from "hor-
rible reputation" to "comparative-
ly excellent."
With regard to Misters Grecs.
Newall, and Eagen's departure—the
department head had but one com-
ment: "no comment whatsover. I
leave it to the students to decide
whether I was right or wrong." Mr.
Reynolds considers his general
policies as being in the best interests
of his pupils and appears to be sati.-
fied with the "hardly conservative—
almost revolutionary" changes he
has instituted.
The ease
Dr. Lichen would maintain his
academic detachment if a daughter
should confess to "smoking pot"?
It is perhaps a tribute to Mr. Rice
that his letter was attacked. Many
articles are too incoherent to formu-
late a reply.
A. I.. Padula
Editor: Any incoherence which
may exist might perhaps be
cleared up by the following quo-
tation from a recent issue of the
%ply Republic:
The worst thing that can hap-
pen to a person who smokes pot
is prison, not addiction. The
worst thing about marijuana is
the laws against it. which should
be repealed. The most recent
authoritatire news of the medical
effects of marijuana is chapter 8
of the President's Crime Commis-
sion Report (February) which
deals with "Narcotics and Drug
Abuse." "3Iarijuana is equated in
law with the opiates, hut the
abuse characteristic of the two
hare almost nothing in common."
Is the English Department a har-
bor for intellectual sloths—an in-
stitution wherein many students ex-
cel, but fail to maintain scholastic
distinction? Is the "buy a loaf of
learning" syndrome crippling the
education process? Is the administra-
tion squeezing out qualified, valu-
able individuals because they fail to
become part of a questionable pat-
tern? Or is it wisely protecting the
standard here, as evidenced by the
English Department's weeding out of
heritics and/or dissenters? Are the
by Melanie Cyr,
charges of "petty bureaucracy" and
"prevalence of narrow, provincial
attitudes" fair? Or are the outcries to
be dismissed as expected sputterinp
from a vehement few? It is up to the
student body to investigate and de-
cide.
307.
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Another word for run-around is cycle.
Cycles are interesting phenomena. Unlike
most things created, they have neither start
nor finish, like the chicken and the egg, or
the university and the legislature.
First consider the legislature for ex-
ample. Recently we spent a few hours in
Augusta talking with the house minority
leader. We asked him if legislators must
depend upon what people tell them in de-
termining what the necessities are. Yes, he
said.
Then we have the university. Not a great
university, they toll us, but not a bad one
either. It must draw up a budget request
every two years, submit it, and wait with
bated breath to see if the legislature will
approve.
But then the legislature is bound by an-
other factor; its savings deposit box hasn't
nearly enough to give everybody everything
they want.
And around and around we go; self per-
petuating mediocrity. That's why Maine
sends fewer of its high school graduates on
to higher education than any other state;
the report concluded. "The opi-
ates produce physical depend-
egvce. Marijuana does not. A with-
drawal sickness appears when use
of the opiates is discontinued. No
such symptoms are associated
with marijuana.
•
//people do care//
To the Editor:
Miss Bolduc is mistaken in assum-
ing that protesting is an end in itself.
for the primary purpose of any
demonstration is to crystalize and
focus public attention on an alterna-
tive way of thinking. It is true that
"in this era political reform is
achieved through politics," at least
in this country. What could be more
political than the final resort of the
individual protesting in a group.
Protests show the existing power
structure that people do care.
If one adopts the attitude of Miss
Bolduc it can only lead to indiffer-
why 41 other states have more professional
and technically trained residence than does
Maine; why we're next to rock bottom in
the number of teenagers entering high
school who manage to graduate four years
later.
But perhaps its a good thing its a cycle,because cycles can he broken at any point.
Perhaps it would he a step in the rightdirection if somebody in this state decided
who was really the boss and proceededfrom there. And the choice isn't limited to
the university personnel. What does matteris that the boss take hold and produce
excellence,,, bosses like Robert M. Hutch-ins of the University of Chicago, FatherClark Kerr of U.C.L.A., former governor
of California Pat Brown, governor Nelson
Rockefeller of New York.
The professional and technical worldthese days doesn't have the time to back pat
and give out E's for effort, or homespun
down-to-earthness. It evaluates in terms of
what you know, and if you trust statistics,Maine appears to he going in the minusdirection on the knowing continuum.
ence. Not only is she against the
activist individuals, she also negates
the power of the activist group when
she says, "Administration personnel
change policies regardless of stu-
dents' insignificant and petty pro-
tests." The student-faculty demon-
stration of last Thursday achieved
two significant victories at the
expense of administration policies:
1) it established a precedent for
campus wide free
-speech, 2) it
forced the role of the campus police
to expand from one of protector of
buildings and grounds to people as
the maine
well.
Furthermore, on a national level
Miss Bolduc should remember, be-fore stating that the mass shows of
opinion have no effect on an admin-istration, that over 300,000 actively
participated in the April 15th anti-
war marches in New York and San
Francisco. Thousands of other sym-
pathizers gave their moral and
financial support. In 1960 John F.
Kennedy defeated Richard M. Nixon
by fewer than 120,000 votes.
William E. Yerxa II
CAMPUS
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IN THE DRINK—"I krunc its right around here somewhere...." Unidentified young man searching for his car, ham-pered by dampness caused by a rare, spring shower. Thecampus infirmary reports that spring-fever tonic is movingvery slowly and that they have a large supply of sunburnointment which is gathering (lust. In view of this, studentsare warned to exercise extreme caution and avoid overex-posure to the sun. Grounds-keepers have complained that anapparently large number of flower bulbs have been stolen.since not one blossom ran be seen.
t Legislature urges
Marine Institute
A comprehensive Maine Marine
Institute to thrust the State of Maineforward in the race for oceano-
graphic riches was urged at a
meeting of Governor Kenneth M.
Curtis and legislative leaders of both
parties.
The call for the Maine Marine
Institute was contained in a pre-liminary report issued by The Gov-
ernor's Task Force On Oceano-
graphy, which has been formed tofurther Maine's effort in this rapidly
growing, multi-million dollar field.
Noting that the 10 million dollar
ESSA facility, sought by Maine was
awarded to the City of Miami, which
has a similar Marine Science Insti-
tute, plus many other oceanographic
facilities located there, Governor
Curtis said: "The lesson and the
warning contained in our experience
with ESSA can be of lasting value
to Maine. The lesson is this: that
multi-million dollar oceanographic
START YOUR FUTURE
IN BOSTON!
BOSTON ,I1§ AN EXCITING PLAGE.(Os YOUNG WOMEN TO WORK!
WHEN YOU FIND YOUR NICHE:
COME LIVE AT BOSTON'S
MOST POPULAR RESIDENCE ,
FOR YOUNG WOMEN!
FRANKLIN SQUARE-
HOUSE
11 EAST NEWTON ST., BOIN
"Convenient, Levet,. In-Town Living
For The Single Girl-
facilities will be awarded to those
areas that have already established
oceanographic facilities. The warn-ing is this: that if Maine does not
move now to establish these facili-ties, we will forever be left behindin the fierceley competitive struggle
to gain some of the millions and mil-lions of dollars that are being spent
and are going to be spent on oceano-
graphy in this country."
The Task Force's report outlines
an 11 Division Institute that will co-
ordinate all the State's ocean-
oriented activities, as well as esta-blish new facilities, such as an aqua-
culture project in "lobster-farming."
•
Collegium Musicum gives concert
The University of Maine Col-legium Musicum will present a very
special concert May 16. Very specialbecause of two heralded events: the
unveiling of the University harpsi-
chord and the premiere display of
the Collegium Instrument Collec-
tion.
Romette Headley, wife of Dr.
Headley, and Miss Kathryn Ann
Foley will play the harpsichord. The
program will include selections by
the Carnegie Trio and the Downcast
Chamber Players. Lord Hall Audi-
torium is the site of the concert;
University urges
early registration
in CED courses
Early registration is recommended
for courses offered during the fall of
1967 by the University of Maine's
Continuing Education Division, ac-
cording to a recently- published uni-
versity bulletin.
In the CED publication. " A
Tentative Listing of 1967 Fall
Courses," a variety of more than
450 courses are offered in 21 loca-
tions throughout Maine from Kittery
to Madawaska.
Courses will be given in the fol-
lowing locations: Auburn, Augusta,
Biddeford, Brunswick, Calais, Dow
Air Force Base. Fort Kent, Guilford,
Houlton, Kittery, Loring Air Force
Base and Machias.
Also, Madawaska, Orono, Port-
land, Presque Isle, Rumford, Skow-
hegan, South Paris, Van Buren and
York.
The bulletin, announces that fur-
ther information, assistance or regis-
tration materials may be obtained
from the U of M CED offices at 113
Cony Street. Augusta; 145 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston; 14 Merrill Hall,
Orono; 96 Falmouth Street, Port-
land; and Aroostook State College,
Presque Isle.
notice
Organizations planning outings on
Saturdays or Sundays and desiring
sports playing equipment from the
men's department of physical edu-
cation must pick up equipment be-
fore 4 p.m. Friday.
and all the tomorrows to come, these bridal ensembles
say everything worth saying ... and then some.
1V. C. Bryant & Son, Inc.
JEWELERS OP DISTINCTION
FOR
POUR GENERATIONS
46 MAIN STREET BANGOR, MAINE
8:00 P.M. the time. It is free and
the public is invited to attend.
The annual Pop's Concert will be
presented by the University Band
Thursday evening, May 18 at 7:30.
This, band's last concert of the year,
will be held in the oval across from
Alumni Hall or in the Memo-
rial Gym in case of inclement
weather. It will be open to the public
and will consist of selections of
popular music.
e.b....444...1,44
He is all pine and I am apple orchard. My apple trees will
never get across and eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.
Al! answers submitted in person before 9:00 P. M.the Friday after publication will be placed in a hat.The winner will he drawn from these correct answers.
Feature your fashion wardrobe with a tent-style by
Kuro in a diagonal stripe of black and white amel
jersey. Sizes 7-15 at $18.00.
H. M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
76-78 NORTH MAIN ST. OLD TOWN
Last week's answer: Moby Dick by Herman Melville
Last week's winner: Linda Carr, 301 Hart Hall
•
three "controversial" characters dismissed
Purge in the English Department?
By Melanie Cyr
The English Department has been
the site of unusual internal conflict
this year. There are no easily re-
cognizable battle lines; but the issue
in question, if indeed there is one,
appears as a vague melange of ac-
cusations and smothered hostilities.
Whatever the cause, however, an ap-
parent result is the dismissal of three
of its faculty who became, for a
variety of reasons, "controversial
characters".
While granting that sour grapes
reactions are to be expected in cases
like those of the three "bad boys".
it might be valuable to reveal these
diverse comments; on their respec-
tive situations perhaps there is sub-
stance to the charges that the depart-
ment is stifling initiative and ex-
pelling those individuals who are
rocking the boat.
Mr. Eagen
Thomas Eagen, who has taught
Eh 1.2,15 and 16, claims there is a
power block among old faculty—an
unchangeable and unseatable elite
whose primary concern is maintain-
ing of the present situation. He finds
this particularly frustrating and
stresses that the system sacrifices
quality for quantity.
Eagen would stress reading to a
greater extent, were he a policy
maker. He would further like to see
an expansion of the honors program
and perhaps a liberal arts education
consisting of "4 years of guided re-
search for those scholars interested
in learning per se."
Mr. Newall
Well known as a music and drama
critic and veteran of schools the cut
of William and Mary, the U.S.
Naval Academy, and Penn State,
Mr. Robert H. Newell is also being
dismissed. He is extremely dissatis-
fied with his experience here and
decries the department as one with-
out "organization, efficiency or
guidelines." He also feels the quality
of his students is sadly lacking. "Far
too many do not even know the es-
sential rules of grammar and
rhetoric," he says, He suspects Uni-
versity acceptance of otherwise
talented students whose verbal ad-
mission exam scores were in the low
400's and even 300's to be a primary
MUM.
Mr. Newall's "elevated level"
however, is a target for frequent stu-
dent complaint. "But", be asserts.
"unless you require something, you
won't get it." He agrees with Mr.
Essen that teacher stimulation here
is almost nonexistent
Having received no official reason
for his being booted, Mr. Newell can
only conjecture that the powers-that-
be decided he demands too much
from mediocre students.
Mr. Green
John Green is especially inflamed
letters
to the editor
"offensive"
To the editor:
Certain editorials and letters
which appear in the Campus are
offensive to the responsible segments
of the university population. I agree
with the editorial of May 4, that
much is done "without breaking the
law on overstepping the bounds of
anothers life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness."
Let us also consider the letter by
Mr. Rice and his questionable ability
to absorb and use logic. The quote
by Dr. Liebert said "The case could
he made," It did not say that he was
making it. Could we suppose that
about his treatment. Department re-
organization that will eliminate the
need for his particular talents is the
ostensible reason for his dismissal.
He claims there are other, more
personal reasons involved which the
department head, Cecil Reynolds,
will not discuss.
Mr. Green emphasized that he
was dismissed without due cause.
When asked to list the department's
weaknesses he stated: "There is a
lack of real communication between
members ... no department cohe-
sion ...too many prelims ...basi-
cally a bland institution."
There were certain complaints
that emerged consistently during the
several interviews conducted with
English faculty. One was that the
department is too inbred. One in-
structor who is leaving for one year
to finish his thesis labels this a big
problem. He says the University is
unusually eager to hire favorite sons.
Another view
Mr. Renauld criticized the student
body, considering it a complaining,
whining lot. They exert an "unrea-
sonable influence on department
beads who, in turn, don't always
back their instructors in vital mat-
ters," he says. He compares the at-
tention given disgruntled students
here with that toward the same
element in other colleges and con-
sider Maine's situation unbalanced.
But on the other hand, perhaps
there is substance to some of these
indictments. One frequently voiced is
that freshman composition courses
are exercises in endurance rather
than introductions of university-level
thinking. Consider, for example, the
fact that only 2.3% of the freshman
class failed Eh I and 2 last year.
This compares suspiciously with
averages of as high as 331/3%
 
in a
number of state universities, such as
Michigan State and Penn State. But
2.3% is not outstandingly low when
viewing the same failure statistics
for all the other undergraduate
courses; it's actually one of the high-
est.
Especially perplexing is the
width of the e‘,aluation spectrum
according to the personal opinions
of the English Department faculty
themselves. It ranged from "hor-
rible reputation" to "comparative-
ly excellent."
With regard to Misters Greets.
Newall, and Eagen's departure—the
department head had but one com-
ment: "no comment whatsover. I
leave it to the students to decide
whether I was right or wrong." Mr.
Reynolds considers his general
policies as being in the best interests
of his pupils and appears to be satis-
fied with the "hardly conservative—
almost revolutionary" changes he
has instituted.
The ease
Dr. Lichen would maintain his
academic detachment if a daughter
should confess to "smoking pot"?
It is perhaps a tribute to Mr. Rice
that his letter was attacked. Many
articles are too incoherent to formu-
late a reply.
A. L. Padula
Editor: Any incoherence which
may exist might perhaps be
cleared up by the following quo-
tation from a recent issue of the
New Republic:
The worst thing that ran hap-
pen to a person who smokes pot
is prison, not addiction. The
worst thing about marijuana is
the laws against it, which should
be repealed. The most recent
authoritative views of the medical
effects of marijuana is chapter it
of the President's Crime Commis-
sion Report (February) which
deals with "Narcotics and Drug
Abuse." "Marijuana is equated in
law with the opiates. but the
abuse characteristic of the two
hare almost nothing in common,"
Is the English Department a har-
bor for intellectual sloths—an in-
stitution wherein many students ex-
cel, but fail to maintain scholastic
distinction? Is the "buy a loaf of
learning" syndrome crippling the
education process? Is the administra-
tion squeezing out qualified, valu-
able individuals because they fail to
become part of a questionable pat-
tern? Or is it wisely protecting the
standard here, as evidenced by the
English Department's weeding out of
heritics and/or dissenters? Are the
Another word for run-around is cycle.
Cycles are interesting phenomena. Unlike
most things created, they have neither start
nor finish, like the chicken and the egg, or
the university and the legislature.
First consider the legislature for ex-
ample. Recently we spent a few hours in
Augusta talking with the house minority
leader. We asked him if legislators must
depend upon what people tell them in de-
termining what the necessities are. Yes, he
said.
Then we have the university. Not a great
university, they toll us, but not a bad one
either. It must draw up a budget request
every two years, submit it, and wait with
bated breath to see if the legislature will
approve.
But then the legislature is bound by an-
other factor; its savings deposit box hasn't
nearly enough to give everybody everything
they want.
And around and around we go; self per-
petuating mediocrity. That's why Maine
sends fewer of its high school graduates on
to higher education than any other state;
the report concluded. "The opi-
ates produce physical depend-
ence. Marijuana does not. A with-
drawal sickness appears when use
of the opiates is discontinued. No
each symptoms are associated
with marijuana.
•
//people do care//
To the Editor:
Miss Bolduc is mistaken in assum-
ing that protesting is an end in itself.
for the primary purpose of any
demonstration is to crystalize and
focus public attention on an alterna-
tive way of thinking. It is true that
"in this era political reform is
achieved through politics," at least
in this country. What could be more
political than the final resort of the
individual protesting in a group.
Protests show the existing power
structure that people do care.
If one adopts the attitude of Miss
Bolduc it can only lead to indiffer-
by Melanie Cyr.
charges of "petty bureaucracy" and
"prevalence of narrow, provincial
attitudes" fair? Or are the outcries to
be dismissed as expected sputterings
from a vehement few? It is up to the
student body to investigate and de-
cide.
why 41 other states have more professional
and technically trained residence than does
Maine; why we're next to rock bottom in
the number of teenagers entering high
school who manage to graduate four years
later.
But perhaps its a good thing its a cycle,because cycles can he broken at any point.
Perhaps it would he a step in the rightdirection if somebody in this state decided
who was really the boss and proceededfrom there. And the choice isn't limited tothe university personnel. What does matteris that the boss take hold and produce
excellence ... bosses like Robert M. Hutch-ins of the University of Chicago, FatherClark Kerr of U.C.L.A., former governor
of California Pat Brown, governor Nelson
Rockefeller of New York.
The professional and technical worldthese days doesn't have the time to back pat
and givc out E's for effort, or homespundown-to-earthness. It evaluates in terms of
what you know, and if you trust statistics,Maine appears to be going in the minusdirection on the knowing continuum.
ence. Not only is she against the
activist individuals, she also negates
the power of the activist group when
she says, "Administration personnel
change policies regardless of stu-
dents' insignificant and petty pro-
tests." The student-faculty demon-
stration of last Thursday achieved
two significant victories at the
expense of administration policies:
1) it established a precedent for
campus wide free
-speech, 2) it
forced the role of the campus police
to expand from one of protector of
buildings and grounds to people as
the maine
well.
Furthermore, on a national level
Miss Bolduc should remember, be-fore stating that the mass shows of
opinion have no effect on an admin-istration, that over 300,000 actively
participated in the April 15th anti-
war marches in New York and San
Francisco. Thousands of other sym-
pathizers gave their moral and
financial support. In 1960 John F.
Kennedy defeated Richard M. Nixon
by fewer than 120,000 votes.
William E. Yerxa II
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-214t?ta,.. seIN THE DRINK—"I know its right around here somewhere.
..." Unidentified young man searching for his car, ham-pered by dampness caused by a rare, spring shower. Thecampus infirmary reports that spring-fever tonic is movingvery slowly and that they hare a large supply of sunburnointment which is gathering dust. In view of this, studentsare warned to exercise extreme caution and avoid overex-posure to the sun. Grounds-keepers hare complained that anapparently large number of flower bulbs have been stolen,since not one blossom can be seen.
4
 Legislature urges
Marine Institute
f
A comprehensive Maine Marine
Institute to thrust the State of Maineforward in the race for oceano-graphic riches was urged at a
meeting of Governor Kenneth M.
Curtis and legislative leaders of both
parties.
The call for the Maine Marine
Institute was contained in a pre-liminary report issued by The Gov-
ernor's Task Force On Oceano-graphy, which has been formed tofurther Maine's effort in this rapidly
growing, multi-million dollar field.
Noting that the 10 million dollar
ESSA facility, sought by Maine was
awarded to the City of Miami, which
has a similar Marine Science Insti-
tute, plus many other oceanographic
facilities located there, Governor
Curtis said: "The lesson and the
warning contained in our experience
with ESSA can be of lasting value
to Maine. The lesson is this: that
multi-million dollar oceanographic
START YOUR FUTURE
IN BOSTON!
BOSTON IS AN EXCITING PLACEroa YOUNG WOMEN TO WORK!.
WHEN YOU FIND YOUR NICHE:
COME LIVE AT BOSTON'S
MOST POPULAR RESIDENCE ,
FOR YOUNG WOMEN!
FRANKLIN SQUARE
HOUSE
11 EAST NEWTON ST., 1110*EIN
"Convenient. Lively, In-Town Living
For The Single Girl-
facilities will be awarded to those
areas that have already established
oceanographic facilities. The warn-ing is this: that if Maine does not
move now to establish these facili-
ties, we will forever be left behindin the fierceley competitive struggle
to gain some of the millions and mil-lions of dollars that are being spent
and are going to be spent on oceano-
graphy in this country."
The Task Force's report outlines
an 11 Division Institute that will co-
ordinate all the State's ocean-
oriented activities, as well as esta-blish new facilities, such as an aqua-
culture project in "lobster-farming."
•
Collegium Musicum gives concert
The University of Maine Col-legium Musicum will present a very
special concert May 16. Very specialbecause of two heralded events: the
unveiling of the University harpsi-
chord and the premiere display of
the Collegium Instrument Collec-
tion.
Romette Headley. wife of Dr.
Headley, and Miss Kathryn Ann
Foley will play the harpsichord. The
program will include selections by
the Carnegie Trio and the Downcast
Chamber Players. Lord Hall Audi-
torium is the site of the concert;
University urges
early registration
in (ED courses
Early registration is recommended
for courses offered during the fall of
1967 by the University of Maine's
Continuing Education Division, ac-
cording to a recently- published uni-
versity bulletin.
In the CED publication, " A
Tentative Listing of 1967 Fall
Courses," a variety of more than
450 courses are offered in 21 loca-
tions throughout Maine from Kittery
to Madawaska.
Courses will be given in the fol-
lowing locations: Auburn, Augusta,
Biddeford, Brunswick, Calais, Dow
Air Force Base, Fort Kent, Guilford,
Houlton, Kittery, Loring Air Force
Base and Machias.
Also, Madawaska, Orono, Port-
land, Presque Isle, Rumford, Skow-
hegan, South Paris, Van Buren and
York.
The bulletin, announces that fur-
ther information, assistance or regis-
tration materials may be obtained
from the U of M CED offices at 113
Cony Street. Augusta; 145 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston; 14 Merrill Hall,
Orono; 96 Falmouth Street. Port-land; and Aroostook State College,
Presque Isle.
notice
Organizations planning outings on
Saturdays or Sundays and desiring
sports playing equipment from the
men's department of physical edu-
cation must pick up equipment be-fore 4 p.m. Friday.
0,,otre
@Ltd
cn1/4.,euer-,5
and all the tomorrows to come, these bridal ensembles
say everything worth saying ... and then some.
IV. C. Bryant & Son, Inc.
JEWELERS OF DISTINCTION
FOR
POUR GENERATIONS46 MAIN STREET BANGOR, MAINE
8:00 P.M. the time. It is free and
the public is invited to attend.
The annual Pop's Concert will be
presented by the University Band
Thursday evening, May 18 at 7:30.
This, band's last concert of the year,
will be held in the oval across frJm
Alumni Hall or in the Memo-
rial Gym in case of inclement
weather. It will be open to the public
and will consist of selections of
popular music.
e.b,..04.../44
He is all pine and I am apple orchard. My apple trees will
never get across and eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.
Al! answers submitted in person before 9:00 P. M.the Friday after publication will be placed in a hat.The winner will be drawn from these correct answers.
Feature your fashion wardrobe with a tent-style by
Kuro in a diagonal stripe of black and white amel
jersey. Sizes 7-15 at $18.00.
H. M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
76-78 NORTH MAIN ST. OLD TOWN
Last week's answer: Moby Dick by Herman Melville
Last week's winner: Linda Carr, 301 Hart Hall
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Active students acknowledged with honors, awards
Skulls and Owls
New Sophomore Owls and Senior
Skulls were tapped in ceremonies
held Wednesday night. May 5, dur-
ing a talent show which concluded
the annual Maine Day festivities at
the Orono campus of the University
of Maine.
The Sophomore Owls and Senior
Skulls are non-scholastic honor so-
cieties for men on the Orono cam-
pus and those tapped for the honors
are students who have been active
and prominent in campus activities.
Tapped as Senior Skulls for the
1967-68 year were Donald Barter
of Kirkville, N. Y., Robert Cobb Jr
of Orono, Patrick Corr of Bucks
port, John Cronkite of Gardiner
George Ferguson of Lisbon Falls
Bion Foster of Harnpden High
lands, Gary Gibbons of Lynnfield
Mass., Stephen Guptill of Machias
Daniel McCrum of Mars Hill, Wal
ter Olson of Needham, Mass., How
ard Reynolds of Belmont, Mass.
THE CHALET
Bill Garen
TYDOL
NRXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE
PLAY
"FLYING ACES"
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Gavett
CHEVRON
AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE
PICK UP
YOUR
"MONEY BAGS"
WE ElOWIR YOUR NEW PHILLIPS 66 CREDIT CARDS
OF FABRIC
...the most feminine
look imaginable. . . especially
when it's as sheer as gossa-
mer, as bubbly as champagne.
omen s store
and Dortild White of Auburn.
Tapped as Sophomore Owls were
Howard Philbrook of Montpelier,
Vt., David Krug of Bennington,
Terrance Geagban of Brewer,
Wayne Haugh of Lexington, Mass.,
Hayes Gahagan of Caribou, James
Freundlich of Portland, Stanley
Cowan of Orono, James Dunn of
Augusta. James Wolfe of Woburn,
Mass.. John L. Collins of Chappa-
qua, N. Y., William H. Johnson of
Lewiston, Richard Hautala of
Rockport, Kenneth Finch of Wood-
land, Michael Sheehy of Lewiston,
James Stultz of Westbrook.
Also, David Fryberg of Ipswich,
Mass., John M. Webber of Brewer,
Wayne Mosher of Bangor, David
A. Grover of Readfield, Mass.,
Theodore Landry of Yarmouth,
Charles Stees of Colorado Springs,
Colo., Victor Mortenson of Stough-
ton, Mass., Robert Hunter of Bath,
Frank Tonis of Weymouth, Mass.,
Richard Boucher of Auburn and
Douglas Brann of Hampden High-
lands.
WMEB Awards
Distinguished service awards for
,tudent staff members of WMEB-
FM were presented Saturday even-
ing (May 6) at the University of
Maine West Commons at the stu-
dent radio station's second annual
awards banquet.
Receiving Distinguished Service
S.* • s•
MAINE'S
FAMOUS
RESTAURANT
Knotty Prle Room
Sit,view Dining Room
Ear iy American Room
3 Banquet Rooms
COCKTAILS
renfy of Free RarLing
Tel. 942-6325
Just a kw minutes from
Bangor on Route 2 West. Take
Hermon Exit off Interstate 95.
Awards were Robert L. Dumais,
Brunswick, general service; Richard
Martin, Marblehead, Mass., engi-
neering for Election '66 and an
Outstanding Freshman Award; Da-
vid Jury, Saco, for production, Stu-
dio Sampler 1966-67; Margery Lip-
ton, New York City, program idea
for series, Campus Corner; Robert
Poulsen, Harpswell, sportscasting
1966-67; Michael Taber, Brewer,
public affairs for Program Election
'66; George Field, Bangor, art work
for WMEB-FM program guide;
William Devine III, Attleboro,
Mass., acting in Christmas Fireside
'66; and John Boody, Wakefield.
Mass., music on Evening Concert
1966-67.
Special awards were presented to
Roger Brace, Belfast, for engineering
assistance; to Robert Newall, Eng-
lish instructor, for work on "A Night
at the Opera"; and to Mark Wether-
ton, speech department, for assist-
ance in basketball play by play.
Richard Tozier, Bangor, student
station manager for the past two
years. was presented a desk set in
recognition of his services.
Beverage Awards
Frederick Harrison of 97 East
Broadway, Bangor, was named the
Dr. Harold H. Beverage Award
winner at a supper meeting of the
University of Maine Student Branch
of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers Friday night at
the Oronoka Restaurant.
Harrison is a senior at the Orono
campus of the university majoring in
electrical engineering. The award
carries a cash gift of $100.
The Beverage Award Fund was
established by friends and associates
of Dr. Harold H. Beverage upon his
retirement Oct. 31, 1958, in recog
KEEPSAKE
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
Tel. 8664032
You mean,
because I'm a student
or teacher I get
special rates at all
Hilton Hotels in the U.S.?
Hilton Hotels Corporation,
National Sales Office, Palmer House.
Chicago 90, Ill.
Please send the Faculty-Student
Rate Brochure that tells all.
I am a Faculty Member 0 Student 0
Please print full name and address p! .
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CITY STATE
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STREET CITY STATE
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MO
nition of his many contribution to
the advancement of radio communi-
cation. It goes annually to a student
at the university of outstanding
academic achievement in the study
of communications.
Dr. Beverage graduated from the
University of Maine in 1915. He
achieved national recognition as
vice president, research and devel-
opment, of RCA Communications.
Inc. and as chief technical advisor.
communications, of RCA Labora-
tories.
The award was announced by
Prof. Walter W. Turner.
All Maine Women
At 4 a.m. last Thursday, fourteen
University of Maine women were
shaken from slumbers and decorated
with little black pine trees. This was
the informal tapping tradition of the
All Maine Women Society.
A Service organization, all Maine
Women was founded in April of
1925. It selects its members on the
bases of character. Maine spirit, dig-
nity, creditable scholarship, promise.
service and leadership. Selection as
an All Maine Woman is the highest
non-scholastic honor that a Univer-
sity woman can attain.
The All Maine Women Society
initiated its new members Sunday
evening at the home of President
and Mrs. Edwin Young. The new
members include: Andrea Allain,
Susan Ames, Charlotte Dupont, Jane
Huard, Joyanne Jewett, Barbara
Marks, Michele Montas, Bonny
Murray, Eveleen Severn, Nancy'
Stone, Martha &ranch, Laura
Strong, Judith Taylor, and Linda
Woolley.
There will be a banquet in their
honor on Sunday. May 7, with Dr.
Austin Peck as the keynote speaker.
Oakes Contest
University of Maine sophomore
Gary E. Smith of Waterville was
awarded $60 as skinner of first place
in the annual Oakes Speaking Con-
test on the Orono campus this week.
Smith and seven other contestants
presented seven to 10 minute ex-
temporaneous persuasive speeches.
Others awarded prizes were Charles
Spencer, Old Town, $40; James E..
Tierney, Brunswick, $25; and Caro-
line Dodge, Machias, $10.
Judges were Dana Devoe, Orono.
attorney; Mrs. Victor Coffin, Old
Town, teacher and debate coach;
and Allan Woodcock, Bangor, judge.
Penobscot County Probate Court.
Etc §. 
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.0 The past week has proven to beIle rise and fall of the varsity base-ball team. In State Series play theBlack Bears have moved into firstplace with wins over Colby andBowdoin while they have been vir-tually eliminated from the conten-tion for the Yankee Conferencecrown as they lost two games toVermont. Their record in YC playis now 2 wins and 4 losses.
The two Vermont games werecry close. On Monday, May I, thewinning run scored on a suicidesqueeze in the eighth inning asMaine lost 8-7. Rick Emery startedthe game for the Pale Blue and wasrelieved in the fourth by DaveAmes. Ames pitched through thesixth inning and Charlie Walker fin-ished up the game and took the loss.
Led by the three run homers ofNorm Tardiff and Paul Keany, theBears built up a four run lead only
opportunities
State University College at Oneonta is offering an eight-week 1967Summer Session Course from June26 to August 23 on "Modern Israel'to be given at the new campus of theHebrew University in Jerusalem.Approved by the Foreign StudyUniversity of New York, the courseis open to undergraduate and grad-late students who meet the entrance1.1-equirements of the University Col-lege. Students completing the course
satisfactorily will receive six semes-ter credits from Oneonta. For fur-ther information write Dr. Alexan-der at State University College,Oneonta. N.Y. 13820.
Students with an intense interest inthe American politcal process are
sough/ to participate in the eight-
week Seminar on Congress andAmerican Foreign Policy, to be heldthis summer. Each student will have
a subject for research and will spend
oa Capitol Hill having individ-
*sal interviews with Congressmen andSesators. There will also be a wide
range of speakers and group discus-
sions at the Student House. If inter-
ested contact Marion Krebser, Semi-
mar Director, 245 2nd St., N.E.,Washington D.C. 20t)02.
notice
The University of Maine SportsCar Club will present a Gymkhana
at ass Steam Plant parking lot Sun-day, May 14. Classes are for all
cars, foreign and domestic, and seatbelts are required of all entrants.
Registration starts at 11:30 a.m.
CLASSIFIED
Al olassalllods must be prripaW. Pay
moot aid copy must la nocistved byIhinosday no of the weak of publi-cation. /Was: 75c for *a twit 25words or part thairsof; Sc for eacbadditional word.
3-room furnished apartment to
sub-let
40 Middle Street, Heat and
water provided
Phone 866-2654. Available
June I.
SUMMER JOB AVAILABLE—
Mother's helper. Girl wanted tc
live with family at beautiful lake
side cottage. Naples, Me. Must
like children, girls ages 3 and 6
Good pay. Write P.O. Box 265,
Lewiston. Mc.
LOST, Su. itiS made Doxa watch
with Twistoflex band, last semes-
ter near new flagpole.
Finder, please call Csaba Farkas.
301 Chadbourne.
Write: Box 115, Lisbon Center.
APARTMENT: 3 rooms, ground
floor, furnished. Available June
1st. 866-2654.
240 Middle Street—$92 a month.
Orono, Maine, May 11, 1967
The Maine Campus
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Page NinoKeany home run edges Colbyto see it eaten away by the Cata-mounts. The Vermont men scored inevery inning but one.
In the second game, Terry Ord-way pitched another excellent gamebut fell prey to the home run ballas he lost his second game of theyear 2-0. Ordway nosy has one ofthe lowest earned run averages inthe country, about 1.000.
Behind 1-0, Terry was lifted for apinch hitter in the seventh inning.Against Charlie Walker the Cata-mounts added an insurance run inthe eighth as a single scored a runnerfrom second.
On Thursday, one of the most ex-citing games in years took placehere. In the second inning, Colby,one of the best teams in New Eng-land. scored a run. Pete Haigisdoubled, moved to second on aninfield out, and scored on a wildpitch isy starting pitcher GordonEngstrom. The score remained 1-0until two out in the last of the ninth.
One out away from defeat, CarlFitzgerald banged out a single. Upstepped Keany. The Colby pitcherworked carefully to this powerfulhitter. The count ran to 3 and 1.Nervously, the pitcher wound upand fired an outside corner fastball to the right handed hitter. Apowerful swing and the ball landedover the newly constructed outfieldfence. A wrong field home run byKeany for a 2-1 victory.
On Saturday, the Bears continuedin their quest for the State Seriescrown against Bowdoin. They had afield day, The final score was 13-1.Ordway won his fourth game of theseason behind the 17 hit attack ofhis teammates.
Alan Cobb, the left fielder, wentfour out of five at the plate as didco-captain George Ferguson. Cobbhit a two run homer as well asbanging out three singles. Ferguson,hitting .357 to lead the team in bat-ting, rifled a double and like Cobb
had three singles. Paul Keany, con-tinuing his long ball hitting, had atriple and a single. Carl Fitzgerald,filling in for the slumping WillieCorbett, had two hits for the after-noon.
Maine has three State Seriesgames left and four games in YankeeConference play, two each againstRhode Island and New Hampshire.If Maine wins all four of thesegames, the best they can hope for
is third place. Ilassachusett‘ loadothe league with only one loss whileConnecticut trails closely with onlytwo losses. These two teams hinyet to meet.
The State Series is another matter.If the Pale Blue can beat Colby asecond time, the crown is parcticallyassured. If not they must beat Batesand Bowdoin. They should not hawstoo much trouble against theseteams.
HO 5-A1 Citt9
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
Take-Out Service
Ample Free NAIR.STAM /MUT, VIAZI1 TZ.L 9411.41100
SUDDENLY, IT'S UP TO YOU.
Where has the time gone? Suddenly(it seems) you're about to be a grad-uate engineer...faced with a careerchoice that is yours alone to make.
The transition from cap and gown tothe professional world can be a re-warding experience—providing yourdecision is based on the prospectsof a solid, dynamic future offeringmaximum growth potential.
And that is why Sikorsky Aircraft canbe right for you. Steady, substantialgrowth has been a way of life with
us...ever since our pioneering daysin helicopters. It's even truer today,in our exciting world of ultra-soph'sticated, advanced VTOL aircraft
systems. If you are a strongly moti-
vated pacesetter, you'll be given allthe challenge...all the opportunitiesfor professional growth that you canhandle. And we think you'll like our
"engineer's environment" that placesheavy emphasis on individual thinking
...and an active interchange of ideaswith the top men in your field.
TAKE YOUR CHOICE...of responsi-ble and demanding assignments insuch areas as: aerodynamics •human factors engineering • auto-matic controls • structures engi-neering • weight prediction •systems analysis • operations re-search • reliability/maintainabilityengineering • autonavigation sys-tems • computer technology ...and more.
And your professional growth can be
materially assisted through ourcorporation-financed Graduate Educa-tion Program ...available in many
outstanding schools within our area.
Please consult your College PlacementOffice for campus interview dates—
or—for further information, write toMr. Leo J. Shalvoy, EngineeringPersonnel.
D,VMON Or
Sikorsky
Aircraft
A
, STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT
An Equal Opportunity Erripk,yr.r
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Yankee Conference title match cancelled
Tennis team shines in recent play.
Orono, Maine, May 11, 1967 7
The tennis team has been giving
their opponents the worst of it re-
cently as they have won three
matches while losing only one. Dis-
appointment hit the team last week-
end however as the Yankee Confer-
ence championships were called off
due to inclement weather.
On April 25. Maine traveled to
Brunswick for a match against
Boudoin and emerged victorious.
Winning four singles and two
doubles contests, the Bears upset the
Polar Bears 6-3, Gordon Erikson
and Ted Dangelmayer lost their
matches but co-captain Dave Fen-
derson led his teammates with a
6-3, 6-4 victory and sparked the
squad. Also winning in singles were
Pete Bowen, John Corey, and Collin
Robinson. Fenderson and Bowen
combined for the doubles victory
Needing one victory in the doubles
the maine
calendar
May 12—Baseball, Maine vs. Rhode
Island at 2:30 p.m.
Barrows Parking Lot
Dance at 8:00 p.m., no
admission
May
May
May
May
13—Baseball, Maine vs Rhode
Island at 2:00 p.m.
I4—Concert, "Verdi's Requi-
em." in Memorial Gym
at 3:00 p.m.
16—Poetry Hour, featuring
Eduard D. Ives singing
folk songs. Main Lounge
at 4:00 p.m.
18—Pop Concert Band, oval
across from Alumni Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Classes end, 5:00 p.m.! !
notice
The 1968 Prism editor is seeking
staff members from next year's year-
book. Many positions, including
sports, sororities, fraternities, and
organizations editorships, are open
to anyone interested. Contact Linda
Carr, 301 Hart Hall by campus
mail.
to secure the contest, that's all they
uhich secured the win and Corey
and Robinson added another point.
At Colby two days later, the team
suffered their only loss of the week.
Maine ended up on the reverse side
of a 6-3 score. Erikson and Dangel-
mayer found the going rough again
as both lost. Only winners in singles
for Maine were Robinson and Dick
Haukes. Haukes is undefeated in
match play this season, the only
player able to make this claim.
Corey and Robinson picked up the
last point for the Pale Blue as they
teamed for a 6-2, 6-2 doubles tri-
umph.
Maine has three State Series con-
tests left this season. On Friday
they travel to Bates while on Satur-
day Colby furnishes the competition.
New dorm
heads picked
The head counselors have been
named for 67-68 school year. Next
year's dorm bosses will be: Doug
Burdick, Aroostook; Philip Cheney.
Chadbourne; Bian Foster, Corbett;
Tim Sawyer, Cumberland; Don Bar-
ter, Dunn; Louis Campbell, Esta-
brooke; Gary Gibbons, Gannet; Ted
Barry, Hannibal Hamlin and Oak;
Stan Sawyer, Stoddard; Oxford has
not yet been assigned to anyone.
HILLSON
CLEANERS
Campus pick-up
and delivery
each day.
"Let us do
your dirty work."
18 Mill Street, Orono
866-3647
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Team play ends the following Tues-
day when Maine takes on Bowdoin
there. To tie for the State title (pro-
viding Colby continues to win) the
Black Bears must defeat Colby while
again upsetting Bowdoin. Coach
Folger feels that two wins are
definitely possible but the third,
against Colby will be extremely
trying.
Discouraged over the cancellation
of the Yankee Conference title meet,
the team headed for New Hampshire
where they squeezed by the deter-
mined Wildcats, 5 and 4. Erikson,
fighting a winless streak, won his
first match of the year easily, 6-4,
8-6, 6-2. Fenderson as number two
man, stepping up from third position
to replace the measles ridden Dan-
gelmayer, outlasted his man 6-4,
2-6, 6-4. Also winning in singles
play were Corey and Robinson.
got. The number one and two
doubles teams were defeated, but
notice
There will be a Founders' Day
Banquet May 18 at 6:15 p.m. in
West Commons, sponsored by Alpha
Zeta.
Friday, May 12
BORN FREE
Virginia McKenna
Bill Travers
Saturday, May 13
Guns cf Navarcne
Gregory Peek
David Niven
Hauck Auditorium
7 ac 9:30 P.M.
50
the third team of John Corey and
Collin Robinson saved the day, 6-2,
6-2.
Against the Bates Bobcats,
Folger's heroes exploded. Sweeping
every point, the team sharpened their
technique for further matches. Fen-
derson, Bowen, Robinson, and Otis
Davis won two straight sets from
their opponents while Erikson and
Hawkes had to struggle through
three matches for their wins.
Erikson and Fenderson won their
doubles match without too much
sweat as one of the Bates players
injured a muscle and had to default
the match. The combinations of
Robinson, Hawkes and Bowen,
Davis had more or less difficult times
in earning their wins.
On Wednesday and Thursday at
Bowdoin, the State Individual Cham-
pionships will be held. The numbers
one and two players from each com-
peting school as well as the number
one doubles team compete.
SENIORS
Teaching opportunities for
beginners in private inde-
pendent schools. Educa-
tion courses not prereq-
uisite.
SCHOOL SERVICE
BUREAU
Post Office Box 278
Windsor, Connecticut
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
CLASS RINGS
by Herff Jones
See
Skip Reynolds - Lambda Chi Alpha
See the Ring Wapiti, and order from Skip now —
Memorial Union Lobby
Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.
- BEN SKLAR, Inc. -
YOUR
?km diem/len
HEADQUARTERS IN
OLD TO NV
I've Got My Eye On The Man...
in a
VAN HEausa NJ
"417' VANOPRESS SHIRT
And what an eyeful he is A physique as
we-built and manner as smooth as his
permanently pressed . . . VANOPRESS
shirt. 'A swingy sty!e that matches the
"417" authentic tailoring of his button-
dc..:n collar and V-Tapered fit. Switched-on
stripes or colorful solids in dress or sport,
Van Heusen has them all. Will I keep him
in sight? You'd better believe it!
i:71
- ",,,;
Build up your following with Passport 360,
the influential line of men's toiletries by Van Heusen.
By Mail
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